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Category:Brussels Capital Region Category:Populated places in Flemish BrabantQ: How to get rid of "There are no component implementations for the following namespaces:..." in eclipse I've encountered a problem today. Whenever I try
to add a new component to the Spring Context in the UI, in the configurations tab, I get the following message: "There are no component implementations for the following namespaces: [package hierarchy]. There is no [class name]

component available for the selected [class name]" I've tried restarting eclipse, cleaning the project, restarting eclipse etc. But none of these methods seem to work. A: I had a similar problem. I had the Resource as an Eclipse Resource,
without giving it a component implementation: And after deleting it, I get the warning: Just right-click on the class hierarchy of the Spring Component, and choose the New > Spring > Spring Component; it will go through in few seconds,

and the warning message will disappear. A: The component that you added, did not have an implementation file. Right click on class in your component tree, go to refactor > generate > Spring Component (extends : SpringSource) Q:
General case of the Heine-Borel theorem I was wondering if there exists a proof of the Heine Borel Theorem: Theorem: Let $f:\mathbb R \rightarrow \mathbb R$ be a non-constant
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railway line References Category:Railway lines in Belgium Category:Railway lines in WalloniaQ: Access remote server with Emacs from VirtualBox I'm trying to setup a shared host on VirtualBox which will allow the sharing of a remote
Windows share using emacs. I have the following setup: Windows host with Ubuntu guest in VirtualBox Windows shares mounted on Ubuntu host Files from shared directory accessible in Windows Explorer Access to the guest machine
with ssh -X -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa Access to the Windows shares from the guest machine emacs on Windows host sharing a screen (via GNU Screen) with the emacs in the guest machine When I open a file in emacs on the Windows host (in a
directory in the shared mounted windows directory) I get following error in emacs: find: `//xxxx/mnt/c$/xxxx/basename.txt': Permission denied I'm assuming this is because the user running Emacs on the Windows host does not have

permissions on the mounted windows share. Is there a solution for this? Thanks! A: To enable editing of remote files on Windows, you can set the share with the following option when starting Samba, i.e. in smb.conf on the Linux machine:
remote read only = yes This will prevent Nautilus (and other NFS clients) from opening the files when you open them in Windows Explorer, but you can edit them as if you were on the local filesystem. A: Use the following code if you have

the file path as a string, and do not have the file on your remote system: (let ((command (format "find %s -type f -print0" (format "\\\\%%-*w\\.%%W" 3da54e8ca3
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